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Abstract
I lie transfer of stopping ir~ mesons from hydrogen to deuterium has been investi-

gated in mixtures of H2O + D2O as a function of DJP concentration. The. concentration
dependence of the transfer probability is similar to that observed for the gas mixtures
of II2 and Ui but slightly more transfer is found for
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When a pion stops in matter it is involved in interactions at molecular, atomic and

nuclear levels. The processes involved in the slowing down and capture of pions in matter

have been discussed in detail by Ponomarev [l] and Horvath [2]. Several experiments have

been done to study the fate of negative pions which stop in gas mixtures of H2+Z [3,4,5,6,7]

as well as in hydrogeneous materials HnZm [8,9,10]. In these systems, when the ir~ is

initially captured in the hydrogen, it forms a ir~p atom. The ir~p system is free to wander

close to nuclei of positive charge and, since the binding of the n~ to a proton is weak, the

ir~ is often transferred to nearby atoms and is then quickly absorbed by the nucleus. A

pion capture on the hydrogen is signalled by a 7r° from the charge exchange reaction

7I-- + p -> T° + n ( Brandling Ratio = 60%),

which almost never occurs in other nuclei (except for 3He). In simple gaseous systems the

transfer occurs due to the collision of the ir~p atom with higher Z atoms, i.e. via

w~p -f- Z —f n~ Z + p .

In more complex systems such as hydrogenous compounds in addition to the above external

transfer, an alternative or competitive mechanism has been suggested [11,12] where the

pion tunnels along a Z-H bond. The external transfer has been clearly observed, but so far

there is no explicit evidence for the tunnelling process. There is, however, strong evidence

for transfer to other atoms in the same molecule which we shall loosely term "internal

transfer".

The experimental results on the transfer probability of negative pions in gas mixtures

of Hi + Z have shown that, except for deuterium, at large concentrations the transfer

probability exceeds 90%. The system Ht + Di is special because both pionic hydrogen

ix~p and pionic deuterium ix~d are neutral which allows free movement of these pionic

atoms through other atoms and molecules. The first nieasurei.ients with H2+D2 mixtures

done by Pctrukhin et al. [4] showed that at large concentrations the transfer probability



was 23%. This is significantly smaller than in mixtures with high Z impurities but still

surprisingly high for atoms which have the same Z. From the concentration dependence it

was concluded that the inverse transfer from D2 to H2 cannot be neglected as in mixtures

of H2 with heavy elements. An experiment performed recently at TRIUMF [13] using a

different technique has confirmed the overall observation but has measured the transfer

from H2 to D2 to be slightly larger (32 ± 3%) at large concentrations.

When negative pions are stopped in a mixture of H20 and D2O most of the pions

get captured in the oxygen, due to its large Z. Therefore in H2O the capture probability

in hydrogen is only 3.5 x 10~3 [14]. If a pion is initially captured about the hydrogen atom

then one of the following processes takes place. The 7r~ can

1. transfer to an oxygen atom

2. transfer to a deuterium atom

3. undergo nuclear capture on the proton.

Of these the process (1) has the largest probability. Similar processes take place if the

pion is initially captured in deuterium. These processes are schematically depicted in

Fig 1. In this system the detection of a 7r° is a clear signal that the 7r~ ended up in

hydrogen. When the concentration of D2O is increased, the transfer rate from hydrogen to

oxygen is unaltered since the oxygen concentration remains constant. Hence if there is no

transfer from hydrogen to deuterium, one would expect the wa yield to reduce linearly with

concentration. (We make the reasonable assumption that the stopping probability on H20

is the same as for DiO.) A non-linearity in the concentration dependence indicates the

transfer from H to D. Petrukliin et al. [8] studied this transfer and found little difference

from the gas mixtures. It was concluded that the small binding energy difference between

the ;r~p and n~d atoms, which causes the transfer from ir~p to n~d, does not manifest

itself in the collisions with the oxygen atoms.



Our superior sensitivity for 7ru detection enabled an improved measurement of the

concentration dependence for 7r~ transfer from ir~p to d in gases [13], and consequently

we decided to check the interesting observation by Petrukhin et al. by measuring transfer

in mixtures of H2O and D^O. The experiment v/as performed in the M13 low-energy

pion channel at TRIUMF. The set-up used in this experiment is very similar to those

described in detail elsewhere [10,13]. A beam of 78 MeV/c pions was stopped in a target

containing H2O, D2O or a mixture of H2O + D2O. A coincidence of signals from three

plastic scintillation counters SI, S2 and S3 defined a beam particle and an anti-coincidence

with a scintillation counter S4 (i.e. 1234) behind the target signalled the stopping of the

particle in the target. In order to eliminate the 7r° background from n~ stopping in S3,

this counter was made of deuterated scintillator. If a stopped n~ is captured by a proton

in hydrogen, then a n° is produced 60% of the time. The decay 7-rays from the JT° were

detected using a TT° spectrometer consisting of 2 large Nal crystals TINA (<t>46 cm x 51

cm) and MINA (</>36 cm x 36 cm). Each Nal was kept at a distance of 81 cm from the

target in order to be able to distinguish between neutrons and 7-rays using the time of

flight technique. Charged particles entering TINA and MINA were rejected by plastic

scintillation counters in front of the two Nal detectors.

All targets used in this experiment were contained in target holders, (j> 133 mm x

15.5 mm, with 25 /im thick stainless steel windows. The fraction of incident pions stopping

in the target windows was determined by measuring the pion stops as a function of target

thickness. For this purpose various thicknesses of CH2 were used as target material. The

fraction of pions stopping in the windows turned out to be less than 1%. The beam

momentum was selected to optimise stopping in the liquid.

A histogram of ET • EM, where Ej is the energy deposited in TINA and EM is the

energy deposited in MINA was generated to determine the ir° yield, N^o- Since



where M u is the mass of the 7ra and v is the angle between the two 7 rays, the 7r° events

show up as a peak in this histogram (see ref [13] for a figure). The number of it" mesons

produced in each target was determined by fitting a function

= A • exp^ [l - erfte=P\ + Bg

where E = ET • EM and Bg is a background term. A, D, C and D are amplitude, location

and width related parameters [13]. Integration of the nu peak above the background gave

Nffu. Typically each run yielded about 1000 detected 7ru 's. Although 7r° production in

D-i has a branching ratio of 1.4xlO~4 [15], for targets with only D2O a very small peak

(~ 2% of HjO) was observed. This 7ru background has two origins. A minor contribution

arises from a small amount of contaminant H-iO present in the D2O (99.8% enrichment),

while the more important contribution is caused by v~ 's stopping in the front layer of

S4 and producing a very small light output, insufficient to trigger the discriminator of the

veto counter S4 (for more details see ref [13]). This background was subtracted from all

the runs.

The number of n~ 's stopping in the target (N^- )was obtained using the technique

described in reference [10,13]. During part of the run the threshold of the discriminator

for S2 was raised above the pulse heights of electrons and muons to select only pious in the

trigger. This simplified the process of determining N^-. Under this condition a sum of all

1234's gave the number of pions stopping in the target. Both methods produced results

which agreed within errors.

The relative charge exchange probability for each concentration was obtained as

jV^o/iV^- and was then normalised to H2O. The stability of the data was checked by

having at least two independent runs for each target and also by repeating H2O at regular

intervals. The results showed that the data were very stable.

The relative charge exchange probabilities W as a function of concentration C are

given in Table 1. Here C is defined as C = ndjnv where nd and np are the number of



deuterium and hydrogen atoms respectively in a given mixture. In Fig 2 W is plotted as a

function of C/j where C'a = 1/(1 + C). The errors shown are only statistical. The dashed

line connecting Co = 0 and Cy = 1 indicates the expected relative charge exchange

probability if there was no transfer. All our data points lie below this line indicating

significant transfer.

The transfer probability Q was calculated from Q = 1 - (1+C)W (ref [13]) and is

also given in Table 1. In Fig 3 our results are compared with those of Petrukhin et al. [8]

Since numbers were not available from that measurement, they were read off the figure.

Our data are of a higher quality and cover a broad range of concentrations. In Fig 4

the present transfer probabilities in H-iO + D2O mixtures are plotted along with those in

H? +• £>2 gas mixtures of ref [13]. At low concentrations the two sets are very similar, but

at high concentrations the H2O + D20 data exhibit slightly larger transfer. Petrukhin et

al. [8] were not able to observe any difference between the two sets mainly because their

measurements with H^O + D20 were done at low concentrations and also due to their

large error bars.

The transfer of 7r~ from H to D in gaseous systems is understood on a phenomeno-

logical level according to a model proposed by Petrukhin and Prokoshkin [4]. According

to this model the concentration dependence of pion transfer is given by

where A and « are parameters. Physically K is the ratio of nuclear capture in n~p + d to

n~p + p collisions and A is the ratio of the transfer probability in n~p + d collisions to the

nuclear capture probability in n~p + p collisions. It is not clear whether this model is valid

for H2O + DjO mixtures (eg. it neglects internal transfer processes). Assuming the model

is valid we have fitted the above relation to our data and extracted the parameters A and

K. The parameters obtained, along with the ones for H2 + D2 gas mixtures [13] are given

in Table 2. Both fits are shown in Fig 4.

C



At high D2O concentrations data taking was extremely slow due to the presence

of oxygen so we do not have data points at such concentrations which would determine

precisely the ratio A/(A + K). As a result we cannot detiue the asymptotic behaviour as

clearly as in the gas mixtures. Nevertheless it seems clear that, at large concentrations,

IT" transfer from H to D is larger in H?O + D-fi than in H2 + D2 gas mixtures. The fit

to our data gives an asymptotic transfer of about 52±10% whereas for gases this transfer

is only 32±3%.

In fact, based on the results of transfer from bound hydrogen [2] to Z compared to

Hi + Z mixtures one might expect a smaller transfer rate. In the measurements referred

to in [2] it was shown that the pion transfer Q* in case (A) below was smaller than in case

(B):

(A) K~XH + Z -> X + 7r~p + Z -» X + p + n'Z, rate Q'

(B) TT~H2 + Z -*p + n~p + Z —>p + p+ n~Z, rate Q.

It might be that the n~p formed in case (A) is created in a more tightly bound orbit [2],

thus reducing Q. On the basis of this, it would seem unlikely that transfer to deuterium

in H2O -f D2O is larger than in the case of pure //2 + D? gas mixtures. However, it should

be noted that in mixtures with large D2O concentrations, the hydrogen would mostly

be in a HOD molecule [16]. (The samples were prepared many hours before being used

and would have reached equilibrium. A gas mixture at room temperature, however, does

not equilibrate). In gaseous systems it has been found that pion capture on hydrogen is

less in HD compared to a 50%-50% mixture of H2 + D-i [5]. In that experiment it was

proposed that the TT~ H D molecule preferentially broke apart as n~ H D - > p + ir~d. In

the case of the n~ HOD molecule one might be seeing, again, the heavier hydrogen isotope

being more successful in carrying away the 7r~ in the mesomolecular breakup. We have

also observed an equivalent effect in deuterated molecules of methanol i.e. C'DjOH and

CH^OD compared to CH3OH [17].



In conclusion we have significantly improved the data base for observation of K~ trans-

fer from n~p atoms in mixtures of H-iO + DiO. A strong effect is found and it is probably

a combination of the pion preferentially selecting the deuterium from the HOD molecule

in breakup, together with subsequent transfer of the pion from n~p atoms to the deuteron

in later collisions.
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Table 1: The charge exchange probabilities (W) and transfer probabilities (Q) as a function
of concentration (C).

c

0.087
0.176
0.180
0.300
0.408
0.540
0.720
0.724
0.900
1.083
1.778
1.800
4.000

0.907
0.801
0.824
0.G57
0.614
0.561
0.468
0.467
0.407
0.354
0.244
0.257
0.126

W

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.026
0.019
0.020
0.022
0.022
0.017
0.013
0.014
0.012
0.013
0.009
0.011
0.007

0.015
0.058
0.027
0.106
0.135
0.137
0.194
0.194
0.227
0.263
0.322
0.279
0.370

Q

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.029
0.022
0.024
0.029
0.030
0.026
0.022
0.024
0.023
0.028
0.026
0.030
0.037
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